We’ve already removed the queues…

STOP

... but we kept going because there was more to achieve in passenger experience!
Seamless Gateway™
Face it and walk your way into the future
On-the-move | Non-stop | Contactless

The first ever contactless face biometrics passenger identification gateway
Highest security levels whether at border control, security checkpoint, boarding or even lounge access

One Identity ready | orchestra™ enabled | Privacy by Design
Seamless Gateway™ is:

✓ **Non-Stop**, offering travelers a walkthrough identification experience, without compromising biometric matching accuracy of the Single Token

✓ **Contactless**, obtaining a high-quality face biometric image non-intrusively, as the traveler walks towards his goal, without eliminating the travel document from the process

✓ **Streamlined**, processing all passengers and adapting the workflow to each traveler at border control or other airport checkpoints, such as security or boarding

✓ **Seamless**, providing a smooth and continuously integrated passenger-centric flow, supported by the powerful Common Use IoT platform orchestra™ which promotes stakeholders’ collaboration and activates actionable intelligence towards excellence in Airport Management